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CHAQMITEEISTIOS
OF A SEAPLANE*
By A. Perelmuter
Il?TRODUOTIOH
The theoretical solution of the problem of a planing
body resolves itself into the determination of the magni-
tude and direction of the velootty at eaoh point of the
flow. Having determined these basic elements of the mo-
tion it Is then not difficult to obtain the forces involved
in the planing motion.
The ~olution of the problem in its most general form
with tho aid of the hydrodynamical equations. at the pres-
ent stnto of our knowledgo offers very great mathematical
difficulties, For this reason it is usual to simplify the
problom hy considering only the motion of a flat plate of
infinite npan (plane or two-dimensional flow). An ideal
fluid is nssumod. corrections for tho viscosity being in-
troduced mftor the two-dimonslonal flow has been calou-
latod. This assumption iB well founded on the boundary-
layor theory of Prandtl according to which the viscosity
Oxorts an effect only within tho boundary layer, i.ec~
tho thin layer next to the walls.
According to tho method employed for the solution of
the problem, the work that has been done by the various
authors nmy bo grouped as follows:
1. TI1o work of 1...I. ~revitch and A. R. Yanpolski
under the nuporvision of S. A. Chapligin (reference 1).
The hydrodynamic equations LLS integrated by the method
of Kirchhoff and Joukowski serve RS the starting point in
b the vork..of,.t-hesoauthors. The plate is assumed to be flat
and of infinito span and” tlie-fl’uid ati”iaeal- m-d-weightless.
Expressions aro obt~in~d for the pressures on the wetted
/*
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length, and the positioh of the center of gravity as a
function of the Initial parameters. Comparison with test
results shows that the.pressures theoretically obtained
exceed the pressures obtained by experiment, be3ng three
to four time? as great. The qualitative picture of the
pressure distribution, however, approaches the actual one
ver~ c~osely.
2. The work of Professors L. H. Sretenskl and G. Y.
Pavlonko (reference 2) .
The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional, the fluid
heavy and ideal. To avoid Indeterminacy in the solution,
disslpatiye forces are introduced which are made to vanish
at the end. assuming the coefficient of viscosity to be
near zeroi It should be mentioned that the solution of
L. M. Sretenski, in contrast to that of Pavlenko, was ob-
tained by atrlct, mathematical methods. On account of the
assurnptionu made on the nature of the phenomena, however,
there is no agreement with experiment.
3. ghe work of H, Wagner (reference 3).
The work of Herbert Wagner must be considered as the
most complete on this sub~ectl, its fundamental value con-
sisting in the application of the methods of wing theory
to the problem of planing. T’he results obtained by Wagner
for various planing surfaces are in satisfactory agreement
with the experimental results. As in the previous works.
mentioned, the fluid is assumed as ideal.
4. Work of H. A. Sokolov (reference 4).
This work presents a combined theoretical and experl-
menta,l solution of the planing problem. Theoretical forgu-
las corrected by empi~lcal coefficients are found. The
formulas give extremely good agreement with test results.
I?otwithstnnding the fact that the problem has been ideal-
ized In the thooretlcal solution, the Investigation is im-
portant for the reason that it gives a qualitative picture
of the phenomenon and detormlnos the nature of the formula
for the forces involved.
The present paper presents an attempt to coordinate
the available theoretical and experimental data on planing ‘
surfaces so as to develop an approximate analytical method
for the determination of the water resistance of a sea-
plane without any preliminary towing tests in the tuk.
—
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load on water, kg.
velocity of seaplane, m~e.
water reslatanoe, kg.
frictional resistance, kg.
wetted tarea of seaplane bottom, ma.
wetted length, m.
length immersed beneath undisturble~d water surfaoe, n.
L
aspect ratio of wetted surface. --
5
height of wave, m.
.
I’rouse number.
load coefficient.
.distanoe between stepe.
distance of spray origin from step, m.
hydrodynamic moment, kg m. .
hydrodynamic moment contributed by noee portion, kg m.
hydrodynamic moment contributed by second step, kg m.
moment due to thrust of.propellers, kg m.
moment of load on water, kg m.
~BH, monent contributed b7 tail surfaces and after pOI’t~OZI
of seaplane, kg m.
~f’i coefficient of, frictional reaistapce.
..
a“ , angle of attack of bottom with respect to keel l~ne~
- po,
ang~e of V bottom.
G, weight o!P airplanel kg. ,.
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draft df otep, a.
beam ct step, m.
density’of fluid. IOL
acceleration of gravity.
normal pressure at given point of planing surface.
potential of flow.
time.
velocity of fluid at given point.
THE FUl?DAHENTAL STAGES IN THE TAKE-OFF OF A SEAPLANX
According to our present views on the notion of a..
ViSOOUS fluid, the following picture nay be given of the
action of the fluid on the surface of the planing body.
The reaction of the water on the planing body is the re-
sultant of a ayetem of normal and tangential stresses on
the vottod surface. The tangential stresses arisegfrom
the proporty of viscosity and are determined %y the motion
of the fluid within the thin boundary layer adjacent to Q
tho surface of the body. Everywhere outside this layer
tho viscosity nay be neglected and the fluid considered as
Ideal.
The resultant of the system of tangential stresses is
called the frictional resistance. The normal pressures
are transni.tted through the boundary layer without change
and &re therefore determined by the motion of the fluld
considered as ideal, in particular, as a potential flow.
To compute these pressures the Lagrange integral relation
may be used, namely,
The last term in the above formula represents the hydro-
static pressures determined independently of the velocity
of the flow. The first two terms represent the ‘hydrodyn-
amic pressure.’f Correspondingly, all the forces exerted
by the water on the planing surface nay be divided into
the following three types:
)
#
——
>,
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(a) hydrostatic forces
m..
., ,.- . , ,, ...
(h) hydro~nnrnio for~;~’ ~ -’- -
“ (c) fz’lc?tional foraos .
th~” first two types being determined by the normal pres-
..-ro o“f the fluid, and the third by the tangential 8ctH3BB-
e-s lotwo”om the fl~ia and the plaping BUrfCb(3e. ,
In tho process of take-off of the seaplane, ea~h of
thoso typos manifests itself to a greater or less extent
and thus dotormlnea the character of eaeh stage id the
tako-offm We shall thorofora consider tho following
stages in the tnlm-off: (a) plowing stage; (b) transi-
tion or oritioal stage; (c) plaping stage (hydroplaning).
Plowing s*.- This stage extends from the oommence-
nent of the. take-off up to the attainment of a speed of
tho ordor of 0.25 to 0.30 of tho get-uway speed. A char-
acteristic of this stage IQ the predonlnmnoo of the hydro-
static forcoa which decrease as the speed Increases. At
the instant of stnrting, the momont due to the thrust of
the propellers and the resistance of the water causes tbe
noso of the hull to I’biten Sharply into the wmtor. (It iS
assunod that the line of action of the thru~t passes abobo - .
tho contor of gravity of the seaplane. ) Tho trim anglo at.
the nose incroasos up to tho instant when the work duo to
this nonont boconos oquml to thmt of the restoring momont.
Tho UC.VOS formed by”tho seaplane at very snail velocities
cro sinilnr to the waves accompanying the motion of ships
and nay tLoreforo bo d.iviaOa into tm groups: (1) bow
wnvos, and (2) transverse waves. As the speed lncrms~s,
the bow rra70 grndually recedes toward the stop: the trms-
vorso rravo disappears mnd iS only observed at the storn~
I
Thero then ctpgaars at tho nose, the so-aallOd ‘lbllster.H*
i
I
As tho speed keeps on inoroasing the bllster develops
into r. s ray an
i
&
I.#/l
t e pos$tion of the center of gravity
a, abovo th %’or~ E??ls,
4
duo to the loworing of the wmtes
lovol nbo t the seaplane.
i
P . ..lifth,%norease in-the speed,, there &s an in~re~~e in
the dynanic pressuro at the bottom of the floats and an
Incror.so in the lift of the wings. The load on the water,
lThe blister IS a dQm-&nped film Of mxter generally ap-
pearing at tho noso.
.-
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representing the difference between the weight of the air-
plane and the lift of the wings, decreases. The center
of gravity gradually begins to rise. The center of pres-
sure on the bottom shifts toward the nose and increases ‘.
the trim by the stern.
!hansltion or crfttcal sta~ .- With further Increase
in velocity, the angle of attack and the water resistance
incrqase and reach their maximum value (hump velocity).
The center of gravity rises sharply above the water sur-
face. The hull gradually clears the water. The distance
between the crests of the transverse waves gradually inc-
reases and the waves become more inclined due to the rap-
id decrease In the draft. Two wave “walls” separate at
the rear edge of the step, closing together at the stern
and thus forming a “fountain” that recedes from the step
as the speed increases. The distance of the spray origin
from the edge of the step coincides with the first crest
of the-transverse wave. The second step lies in the hol-
low formed by the first and this brings about larger trim
angles,
In the “mixed” stage the hydrodynamic forces are of
the samo ordor”of magnitude as the hydrostatic forces. It
should be observed that on account of the maximum (hump)
water r“osistance, which is characteristic of this stage,
the latter is the most important during the take-off of a
seaplane. We shall therefore, in what follows, begin with
this stage.
~~g st~e (hydronl~~~~.- With further increase
in the speed, the mean draft of the hull (draft at the
step) becomes so slight that the hydrostatic forces may be
“ neglected. “ The lift is now provided essentially by the
dynamic forces. The wetted area decreases, the center of
pressure again %egins to approach the step at the same
time that the angle of attack decreaees. The second step
now clears the water. The load on the water diminishes
approximately in proportion to the square of the velocity
at the same time that the water resistance as a rule de-
; creases. Whereas, in the stage described above, the re- 1
, sistanco i-s conditioned by tho energy lost in wave forma-”
tion, In the present stage the friction is the factor of
greatest relative importance in producing the reslst~ce.
The entire picture of the wave formation changes to a mn-
siderablo degree. The wnves decraase and the spray sprocds
low over the water.
,
1?’1
I,,
-—. — .
R
.
1
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At very small trim angles instability sometimes ap-
~F-pears- during-..thplanlng,g, laad$rkg $zl-So41e_.c8.eOflto too
early a bremk-away from the water when the wings have not
yet attained sufficient lift for get-away. LongitudlnaZ .
instahtlity is also observed at times at the Instant of
%rea,k-away of the second step.
CH4.RAO!CERISTICS Or THE TAKE-OFF STAGES
For a numerioal determination of the limits of eaoh
stage of the motion, the nondimensional eoeffdcient
,
may be omploye~. By comparing airplanes of different typos,
tho following limits for CB were established: .
(a) critical velocity stage, CB = 0.1 to 0.25
(b) hydroplaning stage, CB = 0.09 to 0.04
(o) velocities just beforo take-off, OB ~ 0.02
The motion may also be conveniently characterized by
tho “Froude numbern In the following form:
. .
where
A = the water displacement in cubic
meters
Figure 1 sho”ws the value of F as a function of the
ratio :- hydrostatio llft~load-oxkmieger ..for..f.h$ Plates
(tests at CAHI tank and by Sottorf).
On figure 2 are given the curves of trim angle and
draft at the step aS fun~tions of the velocity for a model
float toned on the watsr at oonstmnt load. The tangents
drawn to theso curves indj.cate the limits of the various
8 N.A.G.A. Technicnl Memorandum Ho. 863
,
stages.. Comparing these results, the following values of
3’ may be u_eed to indicate the lim~ts of the various stages:
1) plowing stmge, m up to 0.5
2) trc.nsltion stage, F from 0.5 to 2.5
3) hydroplaning stage, 1’> 2.5
The coefficients c~ and F sufficiently well char- “
actcrize the fundamental stages in the take-off of the
seaplane.
PLAHIXG OF A FLAT PLATE
3efore proceeding to the consideration of the planing
of c soaylace float, we shall consider the more simple
case, n“.mcly, the planing of a flat plate at a constant ve-
locity v. The planing wI1l bQ denoted as that stage of
the motion during which the water wets only the lower sur- “
face, brozking away from the edge of the “plate. The fol-
lowing characteristic properties of the motion of the nater
are observod:
(a) n thin stream of mater, the so-called “spray$’
se~arates at the lending edge of the wetted
surface mild is thrown off ahead of the plate.
(b) behind the plate, inhere the side waves meet, there
is observed a ‘Ifountain” that attains consid-
erable force as the load on the water Is in-=
creased.
The ~ater will exert the following forces on the plan-
ing ~late:
(a) the remltant of the normal pressures due to the
reaction of the fluid and acting perpendicular
to the plate.
(b) the resultant of the frictional forces due to the
viscosity and ncting along the surface of the
plate (fig. 3).
Evidently the resistance of the plate will be given bY
—.
.- — — ---- .- - - .
k -..— ---
.
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the’”followlng formula:*
..
- ... ..
w -= $A t~ri & + Cf””cO”sa-V~ean- S (1)
,.
Let us oonelder the second term in the above formula,
expressing the effect of the viscosity of the fluid. In
making the hydrodynamical computation the magnitudes to be
determined are:
.
For computing tho frictional coefficient “Of, we shall
consider as applicable the formula of Prandtl (for the tur-
bulent stage) that was proposed by hlm for the computation
of the friction of a complotoly immersed plate moving with
constant volocity**ln its pl~o:
This formula appllod to the computation of the resist-
ance gives good agreement with test results (reference 5).
The linear dimension in the Reynolds formula w1ll be taken
as the Immersed length computed by the formula:
The aspe~ ratio of the immersed area will be obtained
from the curves, figures 4, 5, and 6. These figures pre-
sent the graphical solution of the equation of lift as a1
function of A.i
.—
*A1l the formulas for flat plates were taken from the pa-
per by H. A. Sokolov: ‘tiOn the Hydrodynamic Computation of
Floats nnd Seaplanes, “ CAHI Report No. 129, 1933: an~ from
the work of the author: ~’llHydrodynamic Computation for a
Ulat-Bottomed Seaplane Float, IICAHI Technical Note Ho. 48~J ,
1935.
1 **In nlace of the above formula, It would also be possible
i -to -us: nore, ~ccurate.formulas for the determination of cf.
i Bearing in mind, howe~e~,-ofi”~h~ one hand, that’ the forimla
for Cf for a completely immersed plate may only he used
with a certain amount of reservation, and on the other, .
that formula (2) has Up to now given good ~greement wltn
the tests on planlng plates, we consliier the formula to he
quite satisfactory for our purpose.
— . .. ..—— .- — — .. ----- _._. .—
“.
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‘(2)
3’or”the oa~e of large aspeot ratioa h > 3,
,.
the terms
involving gravtty may be neglected aad the formula for the ~
detorminatlon of h then aesumes the following more elm-
ple form:
The mean velocity under the plate we shall define by
the formula
Tmean (=V l=;++)
The llft is In this ease equal to the load on the nater
Y =A
The moment of the hydro & amic forces about the etep
Ie determined from the equation
The solution of this equation iS given graphically on fig-
ures 7 and 8.
B’or the case of large aspeti’ratios, the formula as-
sumes tho extremely simple form:
The immersion of the rear edge (draft) is detormlnod
from the formula taken from the work mentioned above:
h= cLt_
AJi+A
..
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PLANING OF A V-BOTTOM PLATE
.,. ..- -
.,. , ,.. .,
--- ,*. .
.. -.
.
The forward portion of a s~aplane differs considera-
bly from that of a flat plate, due to the V-single which in
general varies along the length. To simplify the .computa- ,
tion of the keel angle of the bottom, we shall take as.a
mean value the inclination to the horizontal at the mean
section over-a distance of twice the width of the step.
It ehould be observed. that for most of the present-day
seaplanes this angle is near zero.. As far as the V-angle
is concerned, we shall give formulas below that take this
angle into account for the case of a straight V-bottom.
For the curved bottom case, the V-angle may be taken into
account using the formulas of Wa~er Or the equivalent
straight V-bottom (fig. 9j*
obviously, the resistance of the V-shaped bottom Is
deternlned by the same formula (1) that applies to the
flat botton. In using the formula, the difference lies
only in the definition of the terms giving the frictional
resif3tance0 The latter will be larger for the V-bottomed
plate than for the flat plato for the same valqes of a,
A, cnd V, and this increase In the resistance may be taken
approximately proportional to the increase in the wetted
area. ** Thu S , we soe that: (1) the correction for the
increase In tho resistance of the V-shaped bottom as com-
pared with the flat botton, will enter only in the fric-
tional roeistance; (2) the correction factor will depend
only on the wetted-area aspeot ratio.
L
tiAGMEB:S ~THOD OF COM~TATIOH FOR V-BOTTOMS
The planing motion Of the body On the surface of the
fluid may be pictured as follows: Forward of the ;~~hghe
surface of the water is practically undisturbed.
.— —. — -———
*The V-angle of the equivalent straight bottom Is taken as
the arlthnetical mean of the inner and outer V-angles.
**The frictional resistance depends also on the velosity
dfstr”ibk{~bf-’a~~fig tHe p~ate a,n~-tmgg.-.fti example, ‘a poss-
ible increase or deoreasa In”the spray nay Inorease or
decrease the friotlonal resistance. Calculation shows,
however, that this faotor iS of far less significance than
the wetted area.
#
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immediate neighborhood of the body a mass of water rises
upwar@ and is deflected downward and to the sides. Part
of the water separates and breaks up in the form of ~
Opray.
Hi-Wagner has shown that It Is possible, for the above
reason, to draw an analogy between the impact on the water
surfaco of an infinitely long V-shaped plate and planing
(rofereaco 6). The analogy will be closer the greater the
aspcict ratio of the wetted area nf the planing body. In
thts case large accelerations arise in the water and the
phonomona of landing and planing become very similar.
Making ‘age of the above analogy, Wagner proposes the fol-
lowing formula for the ratio betweep the lifting forces
of the V-bottom and flat-bottom plates, respectively:
Al
.-
A ‘m
-where 11=1- L&151a.JllogL
Tr ‘WIT u
and B is tho V-angle, u = 21T/p.
It has already been pointod out above (Seo the au-
thorts work cited In footnote, p. 9) that the lift of a -
flaf plauing plate is dotermdnod by the formula:
(4)
Therefore, from (3) for a V-bottom plate the expression
for the lift force becomes:
(At)
If we consiaer the motion of a flat-bottom and V-
botton plate for the same values of V, ~, and a, then it
follows from (4i) and (4) that In order to obtain the same -
llft A = A= for each of the plates, it Is necessary to
Introduce a correction only in the aspect ratio Ap of
the wetted area, as is confirmod by experiment since
AT < A, c.nd If this correction is not introhced then (see
formula (4:)], the lift of tho V-bottom plate will be too ““
large.
. .. . -. — . ... -. .-, ,., .- ..-. . .. . . —... --- , ..’
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“, Thus for A = Al, V= VI, a= al,. I=zl, we ob-
w...
““”-&z4h.m ,, a. . .. . . . . ,.
Mu&u w . .. . . . . ., ., . ..- ~, .. .
,,
I
i
,
\
.,
.,
l+A=
l—
‘l+ A*’
—.
,.
On-figure 11 are. Phowri the results computed by the above
formtzla. The test polnts”Of”Sottorf for plates w~th p =
100, 150, 240, 400, were recomputed for ~ = OO. The
corrections for the V-angle were taken from figure 10. It
may be seen from figure 11 that the pointe give a rather
wide scattortng and for this reasoq we coneider the for-
mula to ho applicable only to large aspect ratios where
a closer approximation is obtained.
EXPERIMENTAL CORMCTIOH FORMULA FOR THE V-BOTTOM
In seeking to obtain the correction factor for the
V-bottom (increase in ~ettea area as compared with that
of a straight bottom), it was found necessary to make the
assumption that .T1 depends not only on the V-angle hut
also on the angle of attack a. Thus ,
By working up the test data of Sottorf, a correction
for the V-bottom was fouqd of the form
A
m= 43,4 sin a sin* B (;]:
On figure 12, which ser~~~ as a basis for f~rmula (5), are
given the values of s/t against the angle “ P for con-
stant vclues of the angle of attack. (See tests of Sot-
torf for planing plates. ) By dividing each of the values
S/18 at a = constant by the corresponding value for the
f~at plate, tho relatlve increase in tho wetted area of
the V-bott”om p~ato was fqund under analogous condltlohs at
each a = constant. By then drawing the curve of ‘n/a
~~ain~t ‘$’; “the.llnalytical expres~n .flan..the,V-bottom
correction was obtained Inotho form of expression (5).
Figure 13 giVOS the computed results for a bottom af aIIg10
B = 24° (CAHI tank tests). The test points are also in-
dicated. Fib~ros 14 and 15 show curwes of computed re-
sistnnco against sp”eed for V-bottom plates of mgleS ~ =
14 11.A.C.A. Technical Momortidum 190. 863
300 and 400”.for conetant” anglom of attack nnd conetnnt
draft of the rear edge % = 96 mm (ref erenoe 7). The
computation was carried out according to formula (1) with
the corroctlon for the V-bottom according to formula (5)’.’
Tho test points aldo given on the same figures show only a
very slight deviation from tho computed curves.
~lguro Z6 shows a computed examplo for a curved V-
I
bottom plate (CAHI t-k tOsts). The anglo P. was here
taken to bo the mean botwoen the inner and outer angles
In accordance with the observation made abovo. !l!hetest
points show that satisfactory agreement is obtained.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS MADE
Before proceeding with the explanation of the method
of the hydrodynamic computation of the seaplane, wo shall
enunerate the fundamental assumptions made with regard to
the character of the planing phenomenon, which assumptions
are nopossary for the simplification of the computation.
1, The nonuniform motion of the so-aplnne ~n take- .
off we shall replnce ~y a succession of uniform motions
with corresponding constant speeds. This assumption cor-
responds to the procedure usually adopted in towing tests
on hull and float models in the tank.
2. The main step of the seaplane or float appears to
be the supporting step at which the entire hydrodynamic
lift is produced so that the term A tan a refers only to
the main step. Actually any deviation from this formula
shows up In the difference between the angles of attack
with respect to the flow at infinity at the first and sec-
ond steps. Due to the relative unimportance of this devi-
atlon, .wo shall neglect it.
3. In considering the forces actsng on the portion ‘
of the bottom in the regions of both steps, the following
assumptions may be made:
(a) The main step may be considered as an isolated
planing plate moving at the given angle of at~
tack.
(b) Tho geometric poeitibn of the second step with
respect to the w~ter Is determined by the nn-
..
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\
gle of attadc and draft of tho rnaln st8p and
,m. ... ....... . . , tho posl.~lon of the second step with respect
. . . . to the mdri step.- - - - . ,.-..-.,, .-
..
(c). .The actual anglo of attack of the second step is
equal to that with respect to the undisturbed
water surface plus the ‘:downtiq”sh”determined
by the profile of the wave surface formed by
the bow portion of the bottom. “ “
(d) under certain take-off conditions (at -d beyond
tho critical velocity) the second step Is im~
. . aersod in tho fluta ana produces a “diving”
moment. For oomputing the moment we shall as-
sume that in this case the loads on the steps
cre proportional to the squares of the bottom
widths at the steps:
It therefore follows that the aspect ratios of
the first ma second steps are approximately
equal:
(e) Tho resistance of the second step enters only
ae a frictional resistance. .
4. The motion of the fluid at the seoond step of the
seaplmno is Tery oompllcated.. Wo do not have, at the pres-
ent time, any theoretical or experimental data that pro-
vide a fu~l explanation of the complicated picture of wave
formation beyond the second step of the seaplane. Simi-
larly, we do not kn’ow to what extent the velocity of tho -
fluld at the second step differs from the towing velocity
of tho mOael. .
.,
At the CAHI ink the velocity of the flow w’as measured -
at 200 mm behind the edge of t~e~,~late with a Prandtl tube.
The measurements at~fid 7.~pe.r
“’+’
show an al-
most complete ~groe~en~~f”-~h~ towing vo OCi%y of” the plate
with tho velocity ok ‘flow behind the plate. There were. also
measured the velocities ~~er the second step of the pinn-
ing body (at e. diat~ce ~f 150 mm from the edge). The dif-
ference betneen t3ie towing ~elbc~ty of the model and the
velocity of the fluid reached 3 percent; Not having any
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more accurate basis with regard to the varsation of the
veloc$t~ o.f the flom behind the m~ln step, we considered -
it perml~eihle to assume that the velodlty of the fluid at
the second step was equal to the speed of motion of the ..
seaplahe,
WAVE PROFILE BEHIND MAIN STEP
Not possessing the means for constructing the profi”le
of the. disturbed water surface behind the step of the plan-
ing V-bottom, we shall limit ourselves to obtaining the
profile behind the flat planing bottom.
The construction of the wave profile in the diametral
plane behind the planing flat plate may be accomplished
with the aid of formulas given by us in a previous work
(reference 8). For the case of a two-step hull we shall
llml.t ourselves to the computation of the following coor-
dinates of the profile:
(1) the distance of the spray origin from the edgo
of the first step ‘=+F+)
(2) the qaximum lbwering of the wave profile
21r t sin a
a = — -—-
3 A
where a is at a dlst-ce ~ from the
edge of the step;
(3) -the draft at the stern
‘P = ;lb+ A“
Joining the two points of the profile thus obtainod
by straight lines, we obtain the direction of the flow at
the second step.
..-
Tho above method-may be n,ppliod enly for the case
~ >0.5. Then A < 0.5, the following working hypothe-
sis based on experimental observations is recommended,
namely, that the fluid breaking away at the main step
rises up to the undisturbed water lo”vol and is directed
I:
.
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I
:
I
I
,.
along a line forming an angle with the horl”sohthl equal to
tho’’angle of attaok.-of the bottom. ........ ... .
~THOD Or COMPUTATION 03 THl HYDRQDYNtiIC RESISTAl!lOM ‘
OF A ~DROPLAHE
Let US ~onei~or- the oqn~itions of equilibrium of thq
forces acting on the seaplane movlng”with constant vdloo-
Ity V at a g~ven angle of attaok a of the first etep..
i“ The proj~ction of all the forcee on a vertical givesthe condltione determining the load on the water:
!
(A=Ql- 1s )Vglr (6)
I The get-away velocity for each given angle of attack..’ a is obtainod by the formula
v
(3”
——.gas=Cya p s
\ whero S is the area of the wings
I
i
<. c ~at the lift coefficient determined from the
k airplane polar
,
1“
The projections of all the forcos on the horizontal
give*
(7)
where Q is the air drag of the airplane
~, the propeller thrust
setting qqua to zero the SUIIIof the moments of all
forces with respect to the edge df the nmiln.step (the term
Involving the ~gular acceleration mill be neglected), we
. have:
,, .
*
At each constant speed 0 = W.
. ..—. — . ---
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Mh-MA-~-Mex=O
where %1 $s the sum of- the moments of the hydrodynamic
forces acting on the nose portion of the hull and on the
second step, “
Id Is the external trimming moment ”contributed by
the st%n portion of the hull or floats at the critical
velocity and the moment due to the elevator in hydroplan-
ing.
Curves of resistance and trimming moments of the nose
portion of the hull or float are drawn ap functions of the
speed for constant trim angles, the lift action of the
wings being taken care of by formula (6). The trim an-
gles are chosen to lie within the practical range in sea-
plano take-off.
The noment contributed by the load on the water and
that due to the propeller thrust are found and the dif-
ference Mh-MA- ~ is formed. Me= is obtained as a
function of V for constant angles of attack.
By comparing the curve Of external moments against V
with the curvo of frictional resistance W a.ge.inst V
for the sano constmnt trim, wo can draw the curve of re-
sistance of the seaplane in take-off for a predetermined
Mex. It iS a,lso possible to draw the resistance curve in
take-off for MO= = O (free to trim). For this purpose
it is necessary, on the curve of external moments, to tcdro
the points of Intersection of the Mex curves with the
vOIOCity axis at constant values of a.
EXAMPLES OF COMPUTATION
Twin-float seaplane llAvro”
Wo shall doternine ~nalytically the resistance curvo
of tho flor,ts at constant towing velocities. The thrusts
will be taken as equal to the resistance.
We shall mssume that the mutual Interference between
tho floats is slight so thqt it can be neglected and there-
fore the resistance of the pair of floats is twice tho re-
sistance of a single float.
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Fundamental Depign Parameter? Meeded for the Computation
.. _,,. -,. . -,,
Weight “iri-f-llght-‘“-”G =-1.12 tonS- .7 - . -
.“
W$dth of bottom along step of float Z = 0.607 m
Abscissa of center of gravity from the step along a
horizontal x = 0.495 m*
The ordinate of the propeller axie (along a perpend-
icular to the horizontal) y = 2 m
. .
The Inclination of thb mg~ seetion to the horizon-
tal = 0° l
The V-angle B of the bottom”= 5°
T~e order of the computation is the following:
*1 . A is determined ae a funstion of V for ea~ u-
gle of.attaok by formula (6).
2. For each speed and e~oh angle of attack, me find;
CB =
-~ after whioh, from a knowledge of 0E/2a and
~ # #
2
Lg/Va (l), me find A for the flat bottom.
3. A correction for the V-angle Is introduced (for-
mula 5):
4. b. ie determined from the formula
bo=— J+”
where b and A are oorreoted for V-angle.
5. Ha,~lng computed Re andr Cf * reslstanae curves,.
of the floats <g’ f&nct~ons’”o”f’the s’~ek~ a;e’”d$awn at a =,
4°, 6°,”80, 10° (fig. 17).
‘The horizontal WaS taken to be the longitudinal axis of
the seaplane
of the float
lylng in the plane tangent-to the keel line
at the step.
. .-, . ,- . ,- ., . . ..——
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.
. .
. . 6. The eum of the moments of the hydrodynamic forces
is dettirminsd from figures 7 and 8, having first found the
coefficients ~g/TU and A. ‘
7. Having computed the noment due to the thrust
K@ =2yTlco0a and the moment due to the load MA =
Ax cog a, we form the algebraic sum of the three moments
found and obtain the moment Me=. (See fig. 18. )
17e CM now without difficulty draw the curve of water
resistance of the floats at constant speeds for previously
given probable external nonents (fig. 19).
Comparison of the conputed resistance curve with the
experimental curvo obtained from the CAHI tank tests (rOf- “
orenco 9) on the full-scale ‘Avron soaplano shows that
the z!othod described gives satisfactory results for single-
step flonts.
Wo shall now nalze n similar computation for the sea-
plane Stal-3.
Data
Height in flight G = 2.78 tons.
Breadth of step of float 1 = 0.95 n.
Abscissa of the center of gravity along horizontal
fron step x = 0.36 m.
Ordinate of a propeller axis y = 2.397 ~m
Inclination of nean section of working area to hori-
zontal = 1°.
V-angle at step ~ = 21° (averaged).
Carrying out the computation according to the pro-
cedure described above,
(figs.
we obtain the computed curves
20 and 21). Comparison of the ourve obtained (fig.
20) with the curve obtained experimentally in tha CAHI
tank end reduced to full scale by cubing the model scale,
shows thet a satisfactory agreement was obtained. The
computed curve lies entirely belom the test curve, the
dlfforence between them amounting to not more than 11 per-
cent.
Tables showing the co~uted characteristics are given ‘-
at tho end of the paper.
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Two-Stepped Hull
.. .
&e_ ~ example if the ”obt’ainirig-”of’th-ehythodynamic
oharaoterlstiee of a fly~ng boat, we.present a oomputati&
oarried out for a seaplane whose hull:has the lines of the
l?.A.O.Ai model Ho. 11 (Reference 10).
Data’”
Weight in flight @ = 6.8 *Qn@l. .
Breadth of main step 1 = 2.58 m. “
Hoan”breadth of seoond step ~1 = 1.2 m (area at
working portion divided by the length).
Abscissa of center of gravit~ alon$ a tangent to the
keel from step to nose x = 0.93 m.
V-angle of bottom at main step P = 22.5°.
V-angle of bottom at second step @ = 22.5°.
Inclination of nean se~tion to base line (at working
area) = OO. ,
Dfstanoe between steps tk = 4.25 n,
As we pointed out above in the general balance of the
resistances, that of the second step enters only as fri-
tional resistance.
.The resistance and hydro~namic foroes qust be oom-
puted @ the case where the fluid flows up to the second
step. The conta~t of the water with the seoond step was
taken Into aocount by d~aw~ng the corresponding waWe fOrm
in the plane of symmetry beyond the. step ss in the previ-
ous examples. The wetted area of the second step was de-
termined from the.oondition t~at the asp~~t ratios at the
main and second steps were equal.
We shal-1.tiompu-tethe resietanc.e ourvea for the hull .
for angles of att~ck of 30, 50, To, and 9°. “The wetted
area Is deternlned fro”m the oondltion
a
s =
. %
— — — -— .- -. —.
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whero h is found from~figuroe 4, 5, and 6. Introducing
the correction for the V-anglo accordtng to formula (5)
and sunning up the resistances of both steps,
..
we obtain the resistance curves of the first and second
stops at a = constant (fig. 22).
On fi~ro 23 are shown tho curves of hydrodynamic no-
nents for a = 3°, 5°, 7°, and 9°. The conputod tables
are given at the end of this paper.
We shall now draw the resistance curves for the given
angles of attack fiaken from the test. Figure 24 shows the
computed resistance curve at get-away and the experimental
curve reduced tg full scale,
(referenco 10].
according to the Froude law
The agreement between the two curves in
the range of pre-get-away velocities may he improved if
the following considerations are taken into account.
In towing the model at constant load in the tank,
there is observed only an extremely small change in the
amount of immersion of the step. The Immersion of the
step remains practically equal to a certain constant mag-
nitude and, therefore, assuming a constant immersion, we
are led to the conclusion that the aspect ratios and hence
the wetted areas at a = constant, will not dhange. Hav-
ing nade the corresponding computation, we obtain an ap-
proxination.which iS in. satisfactory agreement with the
computed curvo obtained at the towtng tank at Langley
Field (figs. 25 and 26). On figure 27 are shown samples
of resistance calculations for a load A = 1945 kg anti at an,
angle of n~tack a = 5° with and without rising of the
stop, l!’i~ure28 alSO shows a sample of calculation fOr a
model to 5.97. scale. On the same figure is also shown
the test curve obtained in the tank.
Translation by S. Reiss,
Natloncl Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
*The Computation Was carried out in the N.A.C.A. tank.
L.. ,
*1,
42.
‘3.
44.
‘5.
6.
47.
~89
/9.
410.
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